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Assessment

Why Assessment?
Among the public’s many expectations of higher education, the
most basic is that students will learn, and in particular that they will
learn what they need to know to attain personal success and fulfill
their public responsibilities in a global and diverse society.
Student learning is central to all higher education organizations;
therefore, these organizations define educational quality—one
of their core purposes—by how well they achieve their declared
mission relative to student learning. A focus on achieved student
learning is critical not only to a higher education organization’s
ability to promote and improve curricular and co-curricular
learning experience and to provide evidence of the quality of
educational experiences and programs, but also to fulfill the most
basic public expectations and needs of higher education.
Randy Smith, Professor, Math

Six fundamental questions that define the
role of assessment in affirming and improving
student learning:
u

u

u

u

u

u

“The math department learned several things
from assessment about this course (MAT 141,
Finite Math). One was that some of our problems
were either too hard or poorly written, so we
changed those problems. Another major change

 ow are your stated student learning outcomes appropriate
H
to your mission, courses, programs, degrees and students?

that occurred was the development of a new

 hat evidence do you have that students achieve your
W
stated learning outcomes?

would not be as rigorous and not offer as many

In what ways do you analyze and use evidence of
student learning?

aware that students who were weak in certain

 ow do you ensure shared responsibility for student learning
H
and for assessment of student learning?

a department we analyzed the data. The result

 ow do you evaluate and improve the effectiveness of your
H
efforts to assess and improve student learning?

also are assessing our dual enrollment students

In what ways do you inform the public and other
stakeholders about what and how well your students
are learning?

this course.”

course that could be used as a core college
level math class. MAT 110 (Math for Liberal Arts)
credits, but would still provide students with a
college-level math experience. We also became
skills the first year the assessment were given
were still weak in those skills the third year. As
of the assessment showed areas that we needed
to stress more in our classes. This semester, we
in the high schools and hope this will help the
high school teachers develop their curriculum in

Randy Peters, Professor,
Automotive Technology/GM ASEP
“I began pre- and posttest course assessment

Source: Commission Handbook, March 2007, The Higher Learning Commission

in 2006. The classes are basic and advanced
electricity for students in the Automotive
Technology program and General Motors

hoW Does DMACC
Define AssessMent?

ASEP program. I grade the posttest but not

Assessment at DMACC is the shared process of purposeful,
systematic measurement used to document, reflect upon and
improve student learning.

As a result, I have spent more time on basics

the pretest. I have learned several things from
giving these assessment exams. First, students
are entering our programs with less technical
and product knowledge than I had assumed.
and building a solid foundation for learning.
I have also found after seeing similar scores
in different classes that certain competencies
were scoring low numbers. I have attempted to
change teaching strategies and the amount of
time spent in these lower areas. The pretest/
posttest written exam format is a simple tool
that produces information that has value.”

How Does Assessment Help
improve Student Learning?
Effective assessment involves the strategies that an institution uses to gather evidence of student
learning and to evaluate quality. Engaging in assessment activities involves four valuable processes
that result in improved student learning:
u

 ollaboration with faculty peers to identify clear, valid and appropriate course and
C
program competencies.

u

Systematic collection of evidence that the identified competencies are addressed.

u

Thoughtful dialogue to arrive at a collective interpretation of the data.

u

Agreement to use data to improve both teaching and learning.

Closing the Assessment Loop
The process of working
collaboratively to define
student learning outcomes,
discussing the best methods
to measure student attainment
of those outcomes, and
thoughtfully analyzing the
assessment outcomes, leads
to a greater understanding of
what and how students are
learning. Assessment should
reveal the development of
knowledge and skills to allow
formative improvement, not just
summative judgment, if it is to
improve teaching and learning.

Develop, modify or
review a curriculum,
course, program
or service.

Develop or modify
Student Learning
Outcomes.

Design and
measure student
learning as a
result of the
curriculum, course
or program.

Determine
refinements based
on outcomes.

Janet Fulks and Kate Pluta,
Assessing Student Learning in
Community Colleges, 2004

Collect, discuss
and analyze data.

Tony Stevens, Associate Professor, Psychology
“Once the decision has been made regarding the use of particular assessment tools (tests, projects, etc.),
we have found that the assessment results have led to redesign of the assessment tool itself in some
cases, redesign of course outcomes in other cases, and a better understanding of how students perform
in the courses assessed. Knowing what our students do and/or don’t know feeds directly back to the
practices we’re employing to teach them. For example, the assessment of the Introduction to Psychology
course revealed that students were deficient in nearly identical competencies across the district. As
a result, the assessment process was changed to weekly chapter quizzes that were incorporated into
regular instruction (embedded assessments), providing an opportunity for more timely feedback for
both students and instructors on level of competency mastery. Our findings then confirmed that students
demonstrated greater mastery of course competencies when tested over less material (one chapter
versus three, closer in time to instruction.) We continue to gather assessment data to feed back into our
overall process of course/student performance evaluation.”

Areas of Assessment
Course Assessment

Program Assessment

Assessment at the course
level is collaborative within
disciplines and programs. An
assessment tool is developed
for the targeted course,
and the competencies are
assessed uniformly over a
period of at least four terms
in all district-wide sections
to enable faculty to track the
evidence and identify trends in
student learning. DMACC uses
direct assessment measures to
analyze, monitor and enhance
curriculum.

Assessment at the program
level focuses on how effectively
students have acquired
the skills and abilities to
successfully enter employment
after graduation. Program
level assessment focuses on
the successful integration
of theory and practice, and
measures students’ acquisition
of skills and knowledge as
specified in the program-level
competencies.

The evidence is:
u

reasonable

u

nonjudgmental

u

e
 xploratory in purpose

The evidence provides insight:
u

t o identify areas of effective
student learning

u

t o assess and improve
the course by changing
or refining the course
competencies

u

t o improve course content

u

t o assess and improve
the instructional resources
available to students in
a course

u

t o document district-wide
discipline improvements in
student learning

Providing the right courses,
the right mix of courses and
right sequence of courses is
critical to quality programming
at DMACC. In addition to the
direct measures of course
assessment, career and
technical programs employ
five-year program evaluations
that use multiple sources of
evidence—both direct and
indirect—to analyze, monitor
and implement effective
program changes as needed.
Resources used for program
assessment may include:
u

C
 ourse Level Assessment

u

S
 urveys: Student, Graduate,
Employer, Advisory Board

u

N
 ational and State
Certification Data

u

 ive-Year
F
Program Assessment

u

Institutional Research:
course/ term retention,
fall-spring persistence
and GPA

General Education
Assessment
All disciplines and programs
incorporate the general
education competencies into
their curriculum. Evidence
is collected to assure that
students across the district
are gaining the skills and
knowledge outlined in
the general education
competencies. DMACC’s
assessment model provides an
integrated method for assessing
the acquisition of the general
education goals:
u

Individual course
competencies are
mapped or correlated
to one or more general
education competencies.

u

A
 ssessments capture
data on course
competencies, program
competencies and general
education competencies.

u

 ata are provided
D
to the Office of
Institutional Effectiveness.

u

A
 ggregate data are
compiled across all
programs and disciplines
relative to the general
education goals.

u

Institutional aggregate data
are analyzed to identify if
students at DMACC
are obtaining the skills
outlined in the general
education goals.

DMACC General
Education Competencies
Students will acquire skills for
lifelong learning by:
1. Understanding and
demonstrating effective
communication.
u

u

 rite organized, clear
W
and grammatically correct
English, appropriate to
purpose and audience.
R
 ead a document and
demonstrate an understanding
of its content.

u

P
 resent an organized oral
message, appropriate to
purpose and audience, using
correctly spoken English.

u

L
 isten attentively, respectfully
and sensitively to a message
and demonstrate an
understanding of the message.

u

W
 ork collaboratively.

u

U
 se technical communication
effectively.

2. Understanding and
demonstrating logical
and critical thinking.
u

D
 evelop reasoned and
thorough arguments.

u

A
 nalyze the arguments of
others, distinguishing fact
from opinion and identifying
assumptions and inferences.

u

R
 ecognize and value the
existence of different points
of view.

u

A
 nalyze the conditions of a
given problem and design
solutions to it.

u

D
 evelop research techniques
and acquire knowledge of
bibliographic citation.

3. Developing an understanding
of fundamental scientific
principles and their application.
u

D
 emonstrate an
understanding of basic
scientific principles.

u

 pply scientific principles to
A
analyze and solve problems
in nature, culture and society.

u

M
 ake informed decisions, as
citizens, on matters of public
policy related to science.

4. Developing an understanding
of fundamental mathematical
principles and their
application.
u

O
 btain correct mathematical
results with or without
technological assistance.

u

D
 evelop logical thinking skills
that permit the selection of
models appropriate to problems.

u

 xpress models numerically,
E
graphically and symbolically.

u

Identify, interpret and
manipulate relevant data.

5. D
 eveloping an
understanding of human
society and cross-cultural
variation and perspective.
u

 emonstrate an
D
understanding of social and
behavioral sciences and their
application to the study of
cultural diversity.

u

D
 emonstrate an
understanding of social and
behavioral sciences and their
application to the study of
global cultures.

6. Developing knowledge
of and appreciation for
the human condition as
expressed in works of human
imagination and thought.
u

D
 emonstrate a fundamental
knowledge of history,
philosophy, literature or the arts.

u

D
 emonstrate an
understanding of the impact
of human expression on
culture and of culture on
human expression.

u

R
 ecognize the significance of
historical context to culture
and human expression.

John Russell, Professor, Chrysler CAP
“The assessment tool I have chosen is the pre-/posttest format because it doesn’t take a lot of valuable
class time to complete, and results are easy to track. In the automotive department we are accredited
by NATEF (National Automotive Technicians Education Foundation), which has certain course standards
that must be met, and the standards are updated every five years to reflect the changing industry. The
first step for me in the assessment process was to make a pre-/posttest that would cover all the course
competencies. By doing this first, I found competencies that were neglected. This assessment process
allowed me to review and update the course competencies as needed. The results of the pre-/post-test
not only allowed me to assess student progress, but to make improvements to my class in areas I
thought to be weak.”

Assessment Terminology
Direct Assessment—Demonstration by students
of what they know or can do:
u

 apstones, Class Participation, Labs,
C
Oral Reports, Projects, Portfolios, Skill or
Knowledge Testing, Class Participation, Group
Work, Pretests and Posttests

Indirect Assessment—Accumulated “results data”
used for broader scoped analysis, benchmarking
and documentation:
u

 eedback Surveys—Student, Graduate,
F
Employer, Advisory; State or National
Certification or Licensure; Term/Course
Retention; Fall-Spring Persistence; GPA

Formative Assessment—Assessing student
learning while the learning activities are forming
or happening:
u

Focuses on processes

Summative Assessment—Establishing
benchmarks that identify trends and patterns in
student learning:
u

Qualitative Assessment—Subjective approach
focuses on quality and descriptives
Quantitative Assessment—Objective approach
focuses on quantities and measurable units
Rubrics/Scoring Guide—Criteria used to guide the
scoring process
Holistic Scoring—A single score of the
assessment instrument as a whole
Reliability—Consistency of measurement
over time
Interrater Reliability—The extent of consensus
between several individuals in scoring a single
outcome
Validity—The strength of findings, given a set of
circumstances the consistent similarities
will occur

Focuses on outcomes

Tony Stevens, Associate Professor, Psychology
“Assessment of each course should be viewed as part of the whole; thus, what we might not learn
about our student learning (and our teaching techniques) in our Intro or Developmental Psych
course assessments, we may learn in the assessments of other courses.
In the future, we may want to incorporate alternative assessment approaches for other psych
classes to ensure that we are addressing various learning/cognitive approaches and styles. This
is where we will definitely want ‘all hands on deck,’ as varied viewpoints will help ensure that we
don’t create assessment redundancies.”

Methods
u

Case Studies—development
of a detailed study about a
specific object over time

u

Essays—written
communication of skills
acquired

u

 ultiple Choice—a set of
M
defined answer selections

u

Performance—student
presentation of skills acquired

u

 roblem Solving—
P
mathematical or scientific
step-by-step processes to a
correct answer

Dr. Alan Hutchison, Professor, English &
Dr. Eden Pearson, Professor, English
“Over a period of three years, the English Department experimented with three different
assessment models before choosing the current one. This model had never been used in a
community college and DMACC is one of the first to use it in the United States. It utilizes a
reflective letter tied to a student’s writing portfolio. After collecting a random sample of Comp

u

 ortfolios—a collection
P
of student work showing
development of learning
over time

1 reflective letters/portfolios, the letters are read and scored by a group of trained readers. The
portfolio is included to provide evidence for these letters.
The benefits are that it opens up conversations among the students, between the students
and their instructors, among the instructors, and between the instructors and the college
administrators. The students converse among themselves as peer editors. Then the instructors and
students converse with each other through the students’ writing. The faculty also converse with

u

 retest/Posttest
P
Instruments—establishes a
baseline and demonstrates
growth in learning

u

 hort Answers—written
S
definitive answers

u

 tudent Self-evaluations—
S
qualitative measure of
introspection

u

 rue/False—defined
T
two-option answer selections

each other about best practices and ways to help students achieve the goals of the class.
Al Pieper, Ford ASSET Program Chair
“We continue to collect results from the first course that has been administered twice, and are
in the process of building the assessment tool for another first-year course. At this point, the
benefit I have seen comes from reviewing the competencies while trying to match an assessment
strategy to each. If your competencies have not been updated, this gives you a chance to update
any before you assess whether the students are learning them.”

